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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Initial Jobless Claims (8:30am) 

FHFA House Price Index (9:00am) 

Bloomberg Consumer Comfort (9:45am) 

Existing Home Sales (10:00am) 

Leading Economic Indicators (10:00am) 
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Major Companies Reporting Earnings Tomorrow... 

Google (GOOGL), Under Armour (UA), Amazon.com (AMZN), Microsoft (MSFT), Pandora (P), 

McDonald's (MCD), Caterpillar (CAT), Juniper (JNPR), AT&T (T), NetSuite (N) 

 

Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

We'll start with a quote from last night's report to set the stage for today: 

I stand by my belief/perspective that the only way stock prices immediately break higher 

from here is if they are stick-save manipulated/cheated higher.  In other words, stock 

prices - given negative divergences in volume, momentum, and internals in an extended 

run - have much higher probability of falling (like that of mid-October) "down away" 

from the 2,020 @ES level as opposed to breaking instantly - ignoring the divergences - 

"up through" 2,025 @ES.   

I strongly advocated that you keep your plan very simple last night and framed it in terms of 

"Will they manipulate the market higher tomorrow or not?"  Simply stated, they didn't and 

price fell EXACTLY as it should.  It's really that simple.  Price gapped up to retest the high and 

then spent the rest of the session trading lower as expected - and with the overwhelming 

weight of the chart-based evidence - to close the session at the low.  So again, I repeat, they 

didn't manipulate the market (I'm of course being half-facetious, half serious) and everything 

played out exactly as it should have occurred. 

Therefore, two superb trading opportunities developed (#2 and #3) within the context of the 

overwhelming odds and our strategic plan for the market to trade (fall) lower today. 

Do keep in mind we've been in the context of a sideways range at the highs and the first trade 

continued to build off the assumption that we're continuing within the trading range - it was a 

"Range Fade Trade" playing off positive divergences and 5-min reversal candles.  We played 

from one Bollinger Band extreme (low) to the next (high).   

The remaining two trades weren't perfect in their outcome, but they did occur on sharp sell-

swings lower in price on breakdowns or 'flag' trendline breakout patterns.  Remember, we 

plan with probabilities, prepare for an alternate/unexpected thesis (in this case, that they 

would literally intervene), and then trade what actually happens - which usually is our plan! 
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October 20 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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October 20 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

Stocks fell lower as was expected (down away from 2,030).  Look for a move toward 2,000. 

Gold collapsed down toward its support pivot near $1,170 - our short-term bull/bear line. 

Oil continued its downtrend, moving under support at $46.50 to the new low near $45.00. 

The Dollar stagnated (ranged) again near the $95.00 level making us neutral into this pivot. 
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FinViz "S&P 500 Performance" View 

 

 

 

Here's a bonus chart from FinViz.com which shows the performance - by sector - of the 500 

stocks in the S&P 500.  On today's "surprise short-squeeze bullish" session, money flowed into 

every single sector while only a handful of stocks declined today (Wal-Mart declined again).   

Generally all sectors were lower today, though Industrial Goods - specifically 

Aerospace/Defense within the group - showed relative strength.  The weakest sectors were 

Health Care/Plans along with Independent Oil/Gas.   
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

Right now we're simply looking for price to trade once again lower (like mid-October) toward 

the 2,000 level. That would be the logical and probabilistic outcome.  HOWEVER, given how 

much economic data and earnings we have to sort through Thursday, do not assume logic will 

prevail.  Trade short toward 2,000 if it does but be fully aware that tomorrow will be a heavy 

news/earnings day in leading stocks and we're likely to get contradictory data so be careful. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Our thesis continues "Price should fall without an outside force(s) manipulating it higher" and so far, 

that's been the easiest way to visualize the plan and make money from it as price behaves either "as it 

should" or through manipulation (surprises/alternate thesis). 

We "should" see a pullback toward the 2,000 level and that's what we're expecting, especially with 

two daily reversal candles and today's bearish engulfing candle.  Price should fall toward 2,000 - it 

really is that simple. 

What's not simple is if price supports at 2,020 and/or if we get a surprise earnings or economics 

report which will turn logic on its head and create a short-squeeze.  Don't short a rapidly rising market 

tomorrow if that occurs.  Otherwise, trade bearishly toward 2,000. 


